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REPORT LNDA ITEMNO−−−−−−−−To:

POLICY AND RESOURCES (HUMAN Subject: CHILDCARE VOUCHER SALARY
RESOURCES) SUB−COMMITTEE SACRIFICE SCHEME − REQUEST TO

RE−TENDER

From: HEAD OF HUMAN RESOURCES

Date: 10 AUGUST 2015 Ref: IW/HL

1. Introduction

1.1 The purpose of this report is to seek approval from the Sub−Committee to re−tender for the provision
of a Childcare Voucher Salary Sacrifice scheme.

2. Background

2.1 Approval was given at the Policy & Resources (Human Resources) Sub−Committee on 23
November 2010 to appoint Fideliti Ltd to administer the childcare voucher (CV) salary sacrifice
scheme. This was a three year contract to run from 1 April 2011 to 31 March 2014 with an option to
extend the contract for a further year up to 31 March 2015.

2.2 During 2014, the government announced its intention to introduce tax−free childcare through a
programme which will eventually replace the current childcare voucher scheme. It was originally
proposed that this would be introduced in autumn 2015. At that time, it was not known what shape
the new provision would take and, given this uncertainty, not possible to know what impact the
changes would have on North Lanarkshire Council. Advice was sought from Corporate
Procurement on the best course of action going forward and it was advised that it would be
beneficial to extend the current arrangements for a period of up to one year until the details of the
new provision are available.

2.3 Consequently, approval was given at the Policy & Resources (Human Resources) Sub−Committee
on 9 September 2014 to further extend the existing contract to 31 March 2016 to allow consideration
of the proposed government scheme once further details were made available.

3. Considerations

3.1 In considering the government scheme − Tax Free Childcare − it was recognised that the Council
would have the option of continuing to offer its own CV scheme to existing members. However,
after the introduction of the Tax Free Childcare scheme, any employee who wished to access such
benefits would not have the option of joining the Council programme, and would be required to opt
for the government scheme only.

3.2 Analysis of the terms of the government scheme established that it would not offer the same level of
benefits to employees as the existing Childcare Voucher Scheme. For example, the government
scheme is open only to those employees in families where both parents work. This has the potential
to impact on many employees of the Council who may wish to join but do not meet this criteria. In
addition, the age limit for children in the government scheme is 12, while the Council scheme allows
parents to continue to save for children up to the age of 16.

3.3 Financially, the Council benefits from the terms of the CV salary sacrifice scheme. As the salary is
reduced, the Council saves on National Insurance costs that would otherwise have been paid. In
2014/15, this amounted to a saving of approximately £82,500, before the application of
management fees of approximately £10,000 per year.



3.4 Taking into consideration the potential limitations on the government scheme for employees and the
savings made through the CV scheme for the Council, it is recommended that the Council retains
the CV scheme for existing members and any new members who may wish to join before the
introduction of the Tax Free Childcare scheme. As the government has recently announced that the
introduction of their scheme has been delayed, there is no cut off date for entry to the Council
scheme at present.

4. The Tender Process

4.1 The proposed contract will run for a period of three years, commencing on 1 April 2016, with the
option to extend the contract for a period of one year. Initial discussions have taken place with
Corporate Procurement and, due to the potential value of the contract, this tender will be advertised
throughout Europe, in accordance with procurement rules.

4.2 Based on the most recent contract, the value of the new contract over three years is approximately
£2.73 million. Of this amount, £2.7 million is the value of the childcare vouchers purchased by
employees and £30,000 is the amount paid to the CV provider in fees by the Council.

4.3 A further report will be submitted to the Sub−Committee on the outcome of tender process.

5. Recommendations

5.1 It is recommended that the Sub−Committee:

(i) Approves the request to re−tender for the provision of a Childcare Voucher salary sacrifice
contract, and notes that a further report will be submitted to the Policy & Resources (Human
Resources) Sub−Committee following the conclusion of the procurement process and
evaluation of tenders.

(ii) Otherwise notes the contents of this report.

s Q5Lc

Head of Human Resources

For further information on the content of this report please contact Heather Liddle, Chief HR Officer (Policy and Training) on 01698
302248.


